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Right, Don Kassing, vice president for administration and
finance for San
Jose State University, speaks at
City Hall Council
Chambers. Kassing
said he is not
opposed to the
implementation of
residential parking
permits and
believes SJSU must
make more remote
parking for students.

By Amber Sheldon
131111, SI \II WHIM(

After nearly 10 years of broadcasting on
the Internet, KSJS (90.5 FM), the university’s
radio station, had to pull the plug on its online
audio streaming.
The Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recordings Act states that MUSiC labels are
now eligible for royalty fees if their music is
played over the Internet.
With this new rule recently implemented
by congress, KSJS can no longer afford to pay
for audio streaming.
KSJS General Manager Nick Martinez
said the station was already paying royalties
to the artists directly through the performance rights organizations Arnerican Society
,of Composers, Authors and Publishers
<ASCAP), Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI), and the
Society of European Stage Authors and Composers (SESAC).
"We already pay our licensing fee for over
the air. Now, with the act, if we wanted to
rebroadcast our (audio) stream at the same
time, we would have to pay another fee separate from the original fee. This now includes
record companies," Martinez said.
He said it would cost the non-profit station
$20,000 to $25,000 per year and it would have
to keep an in depth record of each song played.
"Even if today they drop the fee to zero dollars, we still couldn’t do it because the record
keeping is so enormous it would take 3 minutes per song. There are over 15 things we
need to fill out to play a single song over the
Internet," Martinez said.
Martinez said KSJS would have to fill out
the name of the artist, their label, country of
origin, the barcode, a digital code that is
embedded in each track (which requires special equipment to do so), the song length,
number of listeners, when they were listening
and for how long they listened.
"The best-case scenario is they give a rate
reduction, but it still won’t solve the amount
of data we have to fill out per song. With the
rate that it is right now, it’s not 200th of a cent
per song played. It’s 200th of a cent per song
played multiplied by how many listeners per
song," Martinet said.
Martinez said it’s a double-edged sword.
"Once you get past one hurdle, there’s
another one. I don’t think it’s worth it for us to
do it," Martinez said.
KSJS adviser Mike Adams said KSJS was
the second station to use audio streaming in
see
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comes to life in Mexico. See
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City approves
permit parking
Up to 1,500 SJSU commuters to be
displaced daily, starting fall or spring
By Anna Bakalis
DNIIN

WRIIIR

As early as next semester,
commuters will not be able to
park on side streets surrounding
San Jose State University.
The San Jose City Council
voted unanimously Tuesday to
require parking permits in 18
blocks surrounding the campus, which could be implemented this August or next January.
It is estimated that about
750 spaces will displace up to
1,500 students daily.
"Really the residential community set up and collected signatures and has demonstrated
support for permit parking,"
said Jim Ortbal, deputy director of parking and administration for the city, who presented
the results of the three-year
study to the council.
"Our option at the moment is
to pave Bud Winter Field," said
Don Kassing, vice president for
administration and finance for
SJSU.
"We’re not trying to be the
bad guys to the residents, but
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we have to find alternatives to
those spaces," he said.
There was no student opposition to the permit plan at the
council on Tuesday.
James Clarke, a Spartan
Keyes neighborhood resident,
addressed the council, saying
he doesn’t want the field t,o be
paved and tkat an additional
parking lot would be a poor use
of land.
"I support the permit parking, but unfortunately, the university is using this as a scapegoat to pave over Bud Winter
Field. Our neighborhood feels
that this field is still needed for
student athletes, Clarke said."
Apollo Johnsen, a resident
and SJSU student, is in favor of
the permit plan.
"I’m a student athlete and I
have a full-time job," he said,
noting he wouldn’t mind paying
for a permit.
According to city reports,
there are 1,357 residences in
the two areas that were studied
by the Civic Plaza Parking and
See
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Photos hy Iran kashincky Daily Staff
Above, Dawn Wright, former San lose State University student and current
San lose resident, speaks out In favor of required residential parking permits for the
South University and Horace Mann Neighborhood areas as Jim Ortbal listens. The meeting addressing the permits was held at City Hall Council Chambers on Tuesday night.

Package received by Spartan Daily not dangerous
By Andre% 1141111112,i
DNB,. SIAII

The terrorist threat sent to the
Spartan Daily on March 19 did not
contain anthrax or any other biological agent, investigators said.
Cpl. Tom Pomeroy, of the University Police Department, said if
some kind of biological agent had
been present, the Spartan Daily

staff would have been notified and
tested immediately.
Pomeroy said 1.WD is still waiting for lab results on fingerprints.
Ben Aguirre, Jr., the executive
editor of the Spartan Daily. who
was one of the first people to handle the envelope, said he wasn’t
surprised t,o hear the envelope
didn’t contain anything dangerous.

"1 lund of assumed it, since I’m
still alive," Aguirre said. "I haven’t
had any odd health problems or
anything."
Although no harmful agent was
present, Pomeroy said the envelope is still at a lab.
"They are processing it to try to
get (finger) prints," Pomemy said.
He said it isn’t clear what will
happen when the results come

back because he doesn t know
what the results are going to be.
"It depends on what we’ve got
to work with," Pomeroy said. "I
can’t tell you what we’re going to
do until we know what we have to
work with."
Pomeroy said if there are fingerprints on the package, they
might be unreadable because of
other people handling the pack-

age.
"That’s one of the concerns,"
Pomeroy said. "(It) makes the
investigation harder. You might
smudge the bad guy’s prints."
If the prints are readable, he
said the UPD would have to take
the prints of the people in the
Spartan Daily newsroom that
handled the envelope, so their
prints can be eliminated.

The UPI) would then tr,v find
out who sent the package using
the
remaining
fingerprints,
Pomeroy said.
Aguirre said that only two people from the Daily staff touched
the envelope: Spartan Daily adviser Mack Lundstrom, and himself
After showing the package to
See
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Event to spread culture, Students celebrate
traditions of Philippines Israeli independence

Luicky st-rike . .

It) Paul Mercado
DMIN SIAII WRIIIR

Art so La line Daily Shill
Lucky, a visitor on the San Jose State University campus plays his
djembe drum on the Paseo de Cesar Chavez.

The 14th Annual Pilipino Cultural Night is scheduled for two
shows Friday and Saturday in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
San Jose State University’s
Akbayan Pilipino American Club
puts on the event.
There will be cultural dances, a
modern hip-hop dance, a choir
be singing the Philippine and
American national anthems and
performing skits, said Charism Ilarina, a sophomore nursing nukjor.
This year’s performance is
"Aking Pilipina" ( My Filipina ),
which is loosely based on Frederick Loewe and Alan Jay Lerner
popular musical of the 1950s, My
Fair Lady, which itself is also
based on George Bernard Shaw’s
1914 play "Pygmalion." Ilarina
said.
This version of the story
revolves amund a young American-

v,h,. has impes and
bum
dreams of becoming an actress.
Being a minority living in America, she finds it liard for her to
attain her dream.
Her mom suggests that she goes
to the Philippines, where actresses
are prominent people.
She trains to become an actress.
Tediocarm Miranda, a junior
history major, said the play is interwoven with music. dances and
skits.
In the Philippines, the girl goes
through culture shock. Miranda
said.
"There will be suites," Miranda
said. "Suites are collections of
dances from the same tribe and
region, %vhich also depicts the influence of the tribes."
There will be a rural, mountain.
mariadarn and Muslim suites.
Miranda said.
Miranda descried the suites as a
See
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Ily Al in M. Morgan
D1111 SIM WRIIIR
The aroma of hot dogs and hummus wafted
across the picnic area near the Event Center
Wednesday, as the Jewish Student Union, in conjunction with Hillel of Silicon Valley, organized a
cookout to celebrate Israel’s Independence Day.
Despite the jovial nature of the event, the true
reason for the celebration was not lost amid the
laughter merriment.
According to Eitan Gelber, a senior international student from Israel, the celebration of Israel’s
Independence Day takes on a different tone in his
home country.
Gelber, a kinesiology major, said in Israel, the
festivities take place during the course of 24 hours
and include a mardi gras-like party throughout
the streets.
"There are hands playing music in the streets
and lots of parties and fireworks," Gelber said.
He said another aspect of the Independence
Day celebration is a moment of national silence to
pay respects to the citizens and soldiers who died
for Israel’s freedom.

see INDEPENDENCE, Page 7
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Need a hip-hop job? Go right to the Source
Paving field doesn’t
solve long-term issues
Iately, 1 lia%e been checiung the Spartan Dady,
And it seems as if everyday there is another
__..1 lick or two opposing the University’s propos...
, c Bud Winter Field. It is quite interesting to
1110 that we have yet to see a single effective letter in
defense of the University’s decision. Just in case you
are not already convinced that it is a bad idea, let me
take a few more minutes of your time to do so.
I have a three-fold interest in this matter. First, I tun
a student, as well as a resident of the area, and I use
the track. The track provides me with a safe area to
work out and is the only active recreation spot in the
area. While the University certainly has no obligation
or fiduciary duty to keep the track open for the neighborhoods, they have done so for more than 40 years. I
know SJSU doesn’t have a track and field team, but
that doesn’t mean that Spartan athletes don’t use it. Izi
fact, many Spartan teams use it every day Doesn’t the
University have an obligation to them?
Second, I am an environmentalist by nature and
by education, and this plan is deplorable. It will negatively impact the environment. San Jose is already
over-paved and over-polluted. Once they pave it, the
green space, as well as any future potential for a
track and field team, is gone forever. What will
remain is an empty and unused EIGHT-acre sea of
asphalt, which was once the training grotmd for collegiate and Olympic champions.
Additionally, the University’s plan is archaic and
was the planning norm of the 1940s and 1950s; it is
not how parking issues are solved today in "world
class" metropolitan cities. The proposed 819 spaces
will barely be a drop in the bucket and is a shortterm goal at the disadvantage of a long-term solution. Not to mention, the Park and Ride lot option is
considered to be sub-optimal and is full for one to two
hours a day only. The destruction of Bud Winter Field
will not help you find a parking spot any quicker
Third, and most important, I want to be proud to
call SJSU my Alma Mater. Don’t you?
With graduation approaching, I can’t help but
already reflect about my SJSU years. For you, this
may not be so. But, 10 or even 20 years from now,
when you look back, you too will be reflecting. If the
University continues in this unsustainable manner,
10 and 20 years from now, I know what my thoughts
will be. This is saddening since college is supposed to
be a positive and exciting experience.
So, do me a favor and be a bright and informed college student. Don’t buy the University’s haughty condescension on this issue or its implicit argument that
because the University owns the Bud Winter land, it
can do whatever it likes with it and owes nothing to
the commtmity it inhabits. That is wrong as a matter
of law. That is why we have the California Environmental Quality Act. It is also wrong as matter of
morality. SJSU, like all of the downtown inhabitants,
has an obligation to be a good neighbor.
Hopefully, you are now convinced this is not a
viable solution. To make a difference, we need to
demonstrate to President Caret and the CSU
Trustees before April 25th that this is a short-sighted plan that does not address the real problem. This
can easily be accomplished by sending them a letter.
To make this as easy as possible for you, I have written the letter for you. Now, all you have to do is contact me at annikaleet@hotmail.com or 408.291.0991
and sign it. It is that easy.
Annika Leet
senior
environmental studies

Usually I hate phone calls that
wake me up before 10 a.m.,
but this one was worth it.
Nothing like picking up the phone
and hearing "Yo, this is
from
The Source magazine in New York."
"Oh, snap," I thought, they finally
tracked me down. Finally they are
going to get me for all those bad
things I wrote about their stupid
magazine.
Like that one column about David
Mayes, the magazine’s founder and
publisher, and his shady, journalism
practices. That was back when I was
trying to be a rapper, back when hiphop fame was my dream.
one per semester
Six columns
I’ve been on the Daily I wrote
about that aspiration of mine, but
now that I’m graduating I figured my
Moet-wishes and platinum-teeth
dreams were finished.
I figured there was no need to be
M-Oz, the hip-hop personality I
formed last year, trying to follow in
the footprints of Sean "Puffy, PDiddy" Combs.
Then the Source called. It either
had to be my lucky break or some
upcoming broken legs. Either way, I
was intrigued.
Maybe I could still be No. 1 like
Nelly after all, or I could be a barking

Listening Hour Concert Series
Chamber music reran!’ Double haus
st oder or Prof Bruce Moyer fnim 12:30 p.m.
to I 15 p flt III the Must(’ Building concert
hall tor mare mformation. auttact Joan
Siolily at 924 4031
Career Center
.10I. and Intel-1.11w stratemes workshop.
ily11:111111’
0001 2 P.M to 3 p.m. in
tile I’ Workshop mom al the ("timer Center
yoritact 924-6031
loa 11101,

dog like DMX or live it up like Ja Fool
... err ... Ja Rule.
But then the guy on the other end
of the phone dropped an unexpected
bomb "We’re calling to promote the
new Benzino record. He’s from the
group Made Men ..."
It was all blah-bity-blah-blah-blah
after that. I wanted to scream at him.
A magazine an objective publication
for the world of hip-hop world is calling to promote a record? Wha...
What... What the Puff is going on here?
Dude on the other end blabbed and
blabbed about how great Benzin() is.
How wonderful the record is. How much
people in the Bay Area would love it.
It shouldn’t have surprised me
that much, actually.
I should luiow better.
The Source did the mune thing a
few years back, but it gave the Made
Men a bunch of free advertising and

.............. .
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90.5 KSJS Ground Zero Radio
Tuneful Thursday: live rnusic every
week. This week: rock with Kwanza Jones
from noon to I p.m. in the Student Union
Amphitheater. For more information, contact Shaun Morris at 924-8764.
Marketing Association
Guest speaker Jay Freidman of Liveworld at 6 p.m. in the Council Chambers of
the Student Union. For more information,
visit www.mbsjsu.edu/mktclub.

Peer ilealth Education Program
idtm.,11 practo, and their
11111.1.1111
omen’. health Inim noon to
2 1, I. I., 1
MOSAI(’ molt icultural center
otinotoon. contact Eva Naredo

Ethnic and Cultural Health Team/
Peer Health Education Program
"Traditional. cultural practices and
beliefs" and their impact on women’s health
fnim noon to 2 p.m. in the MOSAIC multicultural center For more information, contact Eva Naredo at 373-2378.

Campus Crusade For Christ
"Nightlife" al M p.m in the Sc.ence build a ie. Rico] Oil Far more information. eon,, sato at 297-2862 or Jeremy 297-7616

Spartan 7 Production
/ ;antes. pnzes lind food with sponsor
Capitol. Bieck, Dint iac, GMC. from 9 a.m. to
3pm
the Seyetith Street I’laza For more
infornuition. contact Mitre at 415-265-7812.

ATLANTIC FLAIURE SYNO. '2002 MARK PARISI

A.S. Campus Recreation
Badminton tournament at 7 p.m. in
Spartan Complex. Room 44A. For more information, contact Rita Chandler at 924-6266
Chicano Commencement Committee
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. In the (71ucano
Resource Ltbrary. For more information, contact
chicannsontrnencementeyahoegroupitann
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body fat assessment fmm 1:30 p.m. to
3 p.m. in Central Classmom Building. Room
221. Five dollars for students. For more
information, contact Sherry at 206-7599.
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. through Friday in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information. contact John or Nicole at 924-4330
Catholic C’timpus Ministry
Daily Mass at 12:10 p.m. at 300 S. 10th
St. For more information, contact &titer
Marcia Krause a 938-1610.

Friday
Counseling Services
Relationship recovery support group
from 1 p.m to 2 p.m in the Administration
Building. Room 201. For more information,
contart Jennifer Sharpies at 924-5910

SPARTAN DAILY

Akbayan
Pilipino Cultural Night at 7 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. For more information. contact Irene at 813-9817

Saturday
Akbayan
Pilipino Cultural Night at 6 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. For more information. contact Irene at ’413-9817.

Sunday
Chicano Commencement tiimmitter
Weekly meeting at 2 p.m. in the Chiciusi
Retrains. [Amity For more infomiation.einitact
chicanosornmencementityabeisznameaxim
Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday maws at II am. followed by
brunch and at 5 p m , follow.’ lo dinner at the
Catholic Campus Ministry, 300 S loth Si For
mon. infOrmation, contact Soy, Mama
Krause at 938-1610.
Sparta Guide provided [me of charge
to studentn, (acuity and xtuff triembern, The
deadline for entries in noon, three ivialiing
davit before the denired publication date
Entry forma an, available in the Spartan
Daily Office. SpO, rentroctionn 11141V mime,
editing of nuhroutitionv. Phone rind e 1,1011
entries not accepted. Entrie.i ore printed in
the order In Ouch they are ret rived.

Mayes even went into the magazine
and changed the review of their
album, giving it a much higher rating,
before the magazine went to print.
Right around the same time, I
called the Source’s West Coast office
t,o inquire about advertising rates and
phone message told me, "You’ve
reached the Made Men hide out."
Not even a mention in the magazine, but if you were to dial the number in the back of the magazine, that’s
what you would get.
Wow. Talk about "journalism."
So I, as a journalism major, was
pretty perturbed.
I crept back into bed and thought
about this.
Then I, as a journalism major with
dreams of being a rapper, a journalism major graduating in about a
month without a job, smelled opportunity.
Why did I just give up on my hiphop dreams so quickly? Why should I
contain myself to journalism strictly?
Why not give writing stories and writing music a try? Why not get a job at
the Source and live a journalistic lie?
Right then, I decided I wanted to
be a rapper again. That I wanted to
pick up the pad and the pen. That I
wanted to rock rhymes over beats.
That I wanted to be more popular
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Online Editor Todd Hendry

ew Iberia, La., is approximately 150 miles east of New
Orleans and 70 miles southwest of Baton Rouge.
The city might as well be as far away
from San Jose as Botswana, but with the
help of my new friend Elizabeth, that
gap is slowly being bridged
Elizabeth is the comptroller of her
husband’s faznily funeral homes in
New Iberia and posted feedback on
the Spartan Daily Web site in
response to the column I wrote upon
my Grandmother’s death ("Death
causes appreciation of life," March
14).
I, in turn, felt compelled to share
her feelings:
"Yes, you arc so right it’s unfortunate that some only realize the appreciation of one’s life until after death.
That is why as a young girl with a fairly large family, I believed in making as
many memories with my loved ones
while they were alive and it was at
their death, that I could really sit,
share and reflect on the joyous times
shared and thank God at every chance
for the opportunity to have been a part
of such memories ... I try to make my
own children and friends appreciate
life as well as death."
Thank3 for the sentiments, Elizabeth.
And thanks to one of my professors
who had the undying urge to schedule
a term paper and a mid-term in the
same week.
Therefore, I’m turning this week’s
column over to the readers while I by
to salvage a grade in my sports psychology class.
I received an e-mail two weeks ago
from a student nEuned Peter, who
wrote a response to my Spring Break
coltumi (Real life Spring Break: Better than the DVD, April 4) for his English 1B class:
"After reading Chris Giobannetti’s
(spelling Peter, SPELLING) description of his Spring Break, I was totally
jealous. I have always wanted to travel out of town for my Spring Break but
have never had the money or the time
to do sa My Spring Break was probably the opposite of Chris’.
"I stayed lwme most days trying to
catch up with homeworlt and messin,q
around with my car My friends and I
went out a few times, but what is there
actually do to around here? Clubbing?
Nah! Not into it. Getting drunk?
Always . . . Nothing else to do other
than that.
"I feel as if I wasted my Spring
Break entirely. I wanted to go to Los
Angeles, meet some new people, and
then get drunk. Or even maybe go to
Thuana, Mexico and have some fun.
Next year will be a diffrrent story. I
will be saving all of my money to go to
Cancun, Mexico and party for a while

,
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week just like Chris, but better. All of
my friends will be there too and we are
going to have lots and lots of fun. Ha!"
Nice ending, Peter, but it sounds
like you’re challenging me. You want to
party? Let’s do it. Just make sure you
bring a living will to the bar with you.
Let’s not forget the family. My
Inuit, Geri, was getting bad vibes from
my laid twe columns so she wrote to
the office to make sure I hadn’t partied myself into an early grave:
"lin a little concerned that the last
two No Shame colunins have been aboiu
boozin’ it up First, the column describing
Spring Break and now this one about
turning 21 ("Unveiling the wonders
behind 21st birthdays, April 18").
There is more to life than drinking
and it’s about tirne you realize it. Tm
concerned that the writer is having too
much fun drinking at college and not
taking college as seriously as he should.
Maybe this will be the only way I-can
get a response out of the nephew. _NO
SliAME in that is there?"
I was glad to know that Peteridolized me until I got this letter. Don’t
start the Chris Giobannetti fan Club
just yet, Peter. In fact, you might as
well jump off the Chris Giobannetti
bandwagon as soon as possible. Just
sober up enough so you don’t break
your leg when you leap.
Kudos to one of our professors who
pointed out a glaring error in my
April 12 sports colunin ("The hardluck tale of a lamenting Giants fan"):
"/ read your piece on our beloved
Giants this morning and I’m right there
with you, only Tve been a SF Giants fan
since 1961 arid, of course, still no World
Series title
"Just a minor correction regarding
the 1989 series . . . it was Dave Stewart
and Mike Moore who broke our hearts
riot Bob Welch, who was to pitch that
game Na 3. Other than that kt’s celebrute tvhen our boys finally win it all!"
Good call, professor. If the Gianta
do take the World Series thia year, we
can celebrate over a beer. If not, we
can still drown our sorrows in alcohol.
And if you’re still not down, ru find
Peter.
My aunt is going to kill me.
Chris Giovannetti is the Spaitan
Daily Sports Editor
’No Shame’ appears Thursdays.
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Life isn’t all booze and
parties, well ... maybe ...

EDITORIAL
Executive Editor Ben Aguirre Jr.
Managing Editor Beau Dowling
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Opinion Editor Mike Omegueda
Sports Editor Chris Giovannetti
A &E Editor Lisa Butt

than Tweet.
Thanks to the Source, I started to
think I could recognize my dream. I
started to think I could be like Wu Tang and "make that cream." I started
to realize my true destiny: iced-down
medallions and a big pinky ring. I
started to realize only one thing mattered: do what it takes to make that
bling bling.
That one phone call made me realize. It made a future life flash before
my eyes. I saw luxury cars, groupies
and all kinds of jewelry. I saw fame,
Billboard charts and time on MTV
with Carson Daly.
I saw creating half-ass songs and
watching girls in thongs. I saw dinner
with P-Diddy and making music
that’s ...
Then my alarm went off an hour
and a half later. Talk about an eyeopener.
I thought about the Source,. the
champagne, the money, the fame.
Like Biggie said, "It was all a
dream..."
"Well," I thought. "I could sell-out
to the Source."
Forget that, I have integrity.
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Readeni are encouraged to expregs themselves on the Opinion
page with a letter to the editor
A letter to the editor ire 200-word rnsinnse to an issue or point
of view that has appcared in the Spartaii Daily
A viewpoint is the same as a letter to the editor, except it
is a 400-word response to an 123141,1t. or point of vieW that has
appeanzd in the Spartan Daily
Submissions become the pmperty of the Spartan I )aily and may
be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and maim:
Submissions rnay be in* the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel HAIL item 209, sent by fax
to (408)924,3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jrnesjst tedu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications. San Jose State I Tniversity, One
Washington Smuire, San Jose. ( :A 95192411,19.
Editorials are written by and are the ounaersrus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
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Tarahumara ’diablos’ celebrate Holy Week
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Above, Diablos cover the tile floor of the village church in Guapalayna, Chihuahua, Mexico, while fanseos, or "Pharisees," make sure the evil ones remain under control.
Right, An elderly man in the village of Guapalayna straightens a cross in one of the
community’s streets prior to Holy Week celebrations.
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Hideous howls ancl s;vage
screams filled tlie tiny
Catholic chapel, and grew
even louder as throngs of men,
their
near-naked
bodies
smeared with black soot and
white ash, continued t,o rush
into the stucco-and-plaster
sanctuary at Guapalayna.
More than 50 in number,
the men threw themselves to
the dark tile floor, wailing arid
shrieking even louder than
before.
They appeared to be possessed. In reality, however, the
men were just playing the role
of diablos, or devils, in a centuries-old ritual that continues today, deep in the Mexican
state of Chihuahua.
Known broadly as Copper
Canyon, this region is home to
the Tarahumara Indians, an
indigenous group that chooses
to observe Catholicism’s Holy
Week in a way not seen anywhere else on earth.
Three days before the diab-

los stormed the chapel, they
set up camp a mile downstream from the village of
Guapalayna, along the picturesque Urique River.
Men in the camp were hard
at work crafting an effigy of
Judas, the apostle who
betrayed ’Jesus, which would
later be burned at the stake.
They also formed archways
out of tree branches, to be
used as way points during processions through town.
Each diablo also made a
pole to be used for dancing to
the beat of handznade drums
in days to come.
Possibly the most interesting work - that of mixing up a
corn-mash home brew for the
diablos to drink during Holy
Week - was done by the
group’s elders.
Taste-testing the hooch was
a job shared by the entire
gToup.
By Saturday, when the diablos stormed the church, the
battle of good against evil had
already been carefully choreographed.
The diablos were met by
"fariseos," or Pharisees, who
engaged the bad guys in mock
battle on-and-off for two days
in the dusty courtyard in front
of the church.
As expected, the fariseos
emerged victorious.
At the hillside home of a
Tarahumara elder, a final
Holy Week supper took place
on Sunday afternoon.
The panoramic view of
mountains and cliffs, some of
which shoot up 6,000 feet from
the river bottom, gave the only
two non-Mexican observers a
sense of what it must be like
to live in these canyons.
After a simple meal of
beans and corn, the Tarahumara men engaged in more
ritual, dancing to the beat of
drinns and the sweet sound of
Tarahumara-made violins and
guitars. Elaborately dressed
women and children clustered
on boulders near the ceremony, observing the end of a celebration that comes around
only once a year.

Left, Their
bodies painted
in ash and
soot from
campfires,
members of
the diablos
faction loiter in
the church plaza
of the Mexican
village of Guapalayna during
observation of
Holy Week.
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Above, The Holy Week battle of "good against evil" became physical when a
member of the diablos camp, wearing a headband, was challenged to a wrestling
match by a member of the fanseos.
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Above, Fariseos swing noisemakers and wave a red banner, part of a Holy Week ritual to cleanse evil from the diablos, who have entered the village church of Guapalayna.
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Right, Intoxicated by a
corn -mash
home brew
the Tarahumara call
"tesquino," a
man painted as
a "Diablo" staggers in the
courtyard of the
Guapalayna
church during
Holy Week
festivities.
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PARKING Local residents signed a petition to keep students away

BFeakiti it CIO Wil

hood and the south university neighborhood are the only ones that will reciuire
Traffic Committee, a group that was set
permits.
up in 1999 to deal with the traffic con"One of the real focuses of our effort
cerns of businesses, community brganiwas to work with the university," Ortbal
zations and residents.
said.
After a resident-circulated petition
Kassing said he sympathizes with
yielded 793 signatures, a 50-percent
residents’ concern for Bud Winter Field,
majority ensured a
but that students need to
quick vote by the City
come first.
Council.
"Our primary purpose is
ATTACHMENT 3. PROPOSED PERMIT PARKING ZONES
"It’s well documented
to provide good, safe parking
that this was primarily
for students. We understand
a grassroots effort that
(that residents) use it, _but
speaks to the quality of
students need it more," Kasslife in the area," said
ing said.
Councilman
David
The paving of the field will
Cortes. "There are indicost an estimated $1.5 milcations that this prolion, Kassing said.
gram might aggravate
Some people suggested
some of the university
building a parking garage on
community. We also
top of the current Park and
acknowledge that Bud
Ride lot. "But that weuld cost
Winter Field is some$30 million," Kassing said. "If
thing to consider."
we built a garage, we’d have
City Council decided
to raise student parking
to move forward with
fees."
this plan after a study
The parking study conconcluded that many of
cluded that the neighborthe residential traffic
hoods have an occupancy
problems in the area
rate of 75 percent from 9 a.m.
resulted from student
to 6 p.m. with more than 50
COSMO
UNNERSITY/NAGLEE PARK parking.
percent of the cars belonging
SJSU
PERMIT PARKING ZONE
About a dozen people
to students.
addressed the council, H
In May 2001, the city
most of whom were resmailed out more than 4,000
I
idents, and spoke in
brochures and held meetings
favor of the perrnits.
to inform residents, business
SOUTH UNNERSITY
I
,
"I was a Spartan. I
owners and community orgaNEIGt1BORHOOD
PE Tun- PARKING ZONEI
went to SJSU,’ said
nizations of the possibility of
Dawn Wright, who lives
issuing permits.
LEGEND
on Sixth Street, north of
"Through no fault of their
campus. " Now I am a
own, there is no place to find
AREA WITH 50% r. I
part of the population
OR MORE VOTED IN
parking," said Councilirlan
SUPPORT OF RPP
that lives and works
Ken Yeager for district 6:
downtown."
"All students have a very
EXISTING PERMIT
A small group of resibusy life. The worst thing we
PARKING
ZONE
dents opposed the percan do is to drive students
mit plan because the
away."
BOUNDARY OF
cost of $18.50 per perThe city council vote was
PERRON AREA
mit per year. Also a 59-0, with two abstentions
Graphic courtesy of City of San Jose
permit limit per housefrom Councilman George
hold was a reason for
Shirakawa. Jr. of District 7
opposition, Ortbal said.
and Councilwoman Cindy
"Residents in those three blocks were crews.
Chavez of District 3, who either lives in
removed (from the plan)," Ortbal said,
"It creates a small problem for us," the proposed areas for permit parking
adding that parking around Julian to Kassing said to the City Council. "It is or was an active participant in the
Sixth to St. Johns streets will not important for us to emphasize that the process.
require parking permits.
"As a former student and faculty memuniversity is not opposed to the permit
David Dudek, who lives in the south plan. We can understand and respect ber, I have to say it is really important to
university neighborhood, said he often the city’s concerns."
consider students in this," said Councilsees McDonald’s wrappers and believes
The results of the study included five man Ken Yeager, who asked several questhe permit is worth the $18.50 a year.
areas, but the Horace Mann neighbor- tions after Ortbal’s presentation.
"A good amount of the garbage on the
sidewalk comes from people who don’t
live in our neighborhoods. think it’s
well worth the price," Dudek said.
Kassing said university officials are
concerned about the proposal because of
the displacement of students, increased
enrollment and future construction

continued from Page 1
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Junior Kumo Le practices his breakdanang moves on the ar-b,,4ork surrounding the tolintain in front of the Evbnt Center.

CULTURE Event to be held Friday and Saturday on campus
continued from Page 1
collection of dances from a particular region.
Hahne said it’s a love story,
comedy and drama with songs and
dances
The show will be mainly in
English with some
spoken

during the performance, Miranda
said.
Miranda said Akbayan has
supported the event for many
decades.
The cultural program is scheduled to continue through May at
colleges throughout the state,
Miranda said.

Tickets for the show are $10 in
advance or $12 at the door.
Ilarna said the group is slated
to sell tickets in front of the Student Union through Friday.
The show starts at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday and 6 p.m. on Saturday in
Morris Dailey Auditorium, Ilarina
,.11(1

U.S. pleas for constitutional
transfer in Venezuela ignored
WASHINGTON (AP) After
Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez
was
temporarily
deposed last Friday in a failed
coup, the Bush administration
tried in vain to persuade a
leader of the anti-Chavez coalition not to ’dissolve the National
Assembly.
The administration felt it was
important for the assembly to
remain intact because it is the only
body authorized to appoint a new
president in the event the office is
vacated, U.S. officials said Wednesday
But interim leader Pedro Carmona ignored the appeal of
Ambassador Charles Shapiro,
delivered at mid-afternoon Friday,
and dissolved the assembly and
had himself sworn in as Chavez’s
replacement, a senior U.S. official

said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Shapiro said Wednesday that
he also met with Carmona on Saturday to ensure the security of
some 25,000 U.S. citizens living in
Venezuela.
The U.S. ambassador said he
urged Carmona to restore the
National Assembly, or congress,
which Carmona had dismissed
with a decree that was widely seen
as unconstitutional. He said he
also urged Carrnona to welcome a
mission from the Organization of
American States.
Shapiro defended U.S. policy
toward the foiled coup.
"Yes, there was an alteration
of constitutional order, and we
condemned that along with the
other countries in a special session of the Permanent Council

Join us for the Bay Area’s
Largest Comic Book &
Popular Arts Convention!

April 19-21, 2002

MnderCon

SPECIAL GUESTS INCLUDE
Sergio Aragones
Kurt Busiek

of the OAS,- Shapiro told
reporters during a meeting in
Caracas of the VenezuelanAmerican Chamber of Commerce.
"We have been very consistent
in our policy. of opposing any
attempt to change the government
outside of the constitutional
framework: he said.
The ambassador denied that
any U.S. Embassy officials were
involved in any activities related
to the failed coup.
gave instructions to say no to
any suggestion to contacts, friends,
whoever, about any change outside
constitutional order: he said.
"We had contAct with people
from the opposition as well as with
the people of President Chavez
throughout that period," Shapiro
said.
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Thousands of ex-library books,
Most books sold for $1
VVhen:

Friday, April 19, 2002
Saturday, April 20, 2002
10 AM - 4PM
Where: SJSU Senter Road
Storage Facility
1875 Senter Rd.,B1dg.B
San Jose, CA
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A DANCER OF ALL KINDS
Editor’s note: "A Portrait of the Artist"
is a series of creative arts profiles that
will run Tuesdays and Thursdays on the
Arts and Entertainment page.

She has performed about 10 times with
the other eight members of the modem
dance company.
Gary Masters, director of the company, said he saw potential in her.
"When she auditioned, I saw she had a
potential’ to grow and expand her dance
vocabulary - her dance language. She has
done extraordinarily well," Masters said.

By Lori Hanley
DAILY SIAI WRIIIR

Sara Cuddie has always loved dancing
In fact, while many children grew
up watching Saturday morning cartoons and Sesame Street, she opted
for the 1980’s flick, Footloose.
"She watched it constantly. She
knew all the dance steps," Sara’s
mother, Celia Cuddie, said.
As the youngest of four children,
Sara Cuddie followed in her two sisters’
dancing footsteps. She began with ballet and tap lessons when she was just 2years-old. By the age of 8, Cuddie started learning jazz. Now at 22, she has
added modern dance to her repertoire.
"I love dance because it’s an art
form. It expresses emotions that
aren’t expressed through words,"
Cuddie said.
Clad in layers of clothing, Cuddie
enters a small dance studio in Washington Square Hall, where she will
begin her strength exercises to
increase flexibility.
Her jazz shoes are thin and worn
out, even though they were purchased
just three months ago. She immediately tests the air temperature in the
room, gauging how many layers to
keep or discard, and then EtilliES into
her daily routine of warming up.
"I make sure my body iB aligned. I figure out what hurts, what doesn’t, what
feels better Ulm yesterday," she said.
With lower back problems and
tendonitis in her feet, Cuddie said
she feels like she is constantly
injured.
"With dance, there is a lot of strain
on the body - lots of movement. I fight
tiredness. But there is nothing that prevents me from continuing," she said.
Like most dancers, Cuddie also contends with skin breaks and calluses on
her feet, caused by many hours of dancing on a hardwood floor.
"’That’s why people always say dancers
have the ugliest feet. But we don’t. We
have nice feet," she said as she laughed.
Last year, Cuddie auditioned for San
Jose State University’s Dance Theatre
and earned a spot within the company.

Cuddie will dance a solo, Friday, in
Masters’ new piece titled, "Falling into
fertility - Women’s Stories," at the Mexican Heritage Plaza in San Jose.
Masters said the performance is about
a mothees ability to cope with the loss of
her child.
’The piece is very deep emotionally. She
just took to it and developed it beautifully.
It just came out of her," Masters said.’
Having a down-to-earth personality,
Cuddie said she does not need to perform
the lead role to be content with her dancing.
"I don’t need to be front and center. I
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Above, senior dance major Sara Cuddie has been a dancer since she was
2 years old. The 22 -year-old teaches dance classes and recently performed in
Women’s Stories, the University Dance Theatre’s Dance 2002 production.
Left, although Cuddie has a background in tap and Jazz dancing, she
began to explore modern dance as a student at San Jose State University. She
has performed with the University Dance Theatre Company approximately 10
times.
to be in class. People who are focused, for as many roles as she can, whether
determined and willing to try anything: they take her back to Paramount’s Great
America or to Broadway.
Cuddle said.
To Cuddie it doesn’t matter, she just
When she graduates in December,
Cuddie said she will begin auditioning wants t,o dance.
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like to see the reactions from people
when I dance," she said. "As long as I
made someone smile, I know I did well."
Cuddie has also performed at fairs,
Christmas parties and at Paramount’s
Great America.
There, she took roles as Scooby Doo
and in the Nickelodeon show.
This sturuner, she said she will return to
the theme park to perform in a percussion movement show.
"It is a lot like Stomp," Cuddie
said. "We use brooms, buckets
and barrels."
Having performed all over the
Bay Area, Cuddie said dancing is
a relaxing activity.
"When I go inside and close the
door, I don’t have to worry about
anything for that hour and a half
It’s a form of therapy for me,"
Cuddie said.
Sophomore Emily Stark, a fellow dance major, said Cuddie is
devoted to dancing.
"She works through injuries
and tiredness. She is very dedicated in what she does and very
intense," Stark said.
Cuddie said there are many
times throughout the week that
she will leave her house at 7:30
a.m. and not return until almost
midnight.
Between classes, dance practice
and teaching dance classes, Cuddie
does not have much spare time.
Masters said Cuddie’s busy
schedule has been a topic of many
discussions between them. He
said he wants to make sure she
has time to relax.
"I am always reminding her
that it is OK to sit down and
smell the roses," Masters said.
Four years a.go, Cuddie began
teaching dance classes at San Jose’s South
Bay Dance Center and Jensen’s School for
Performing Arts in Milpitas, to students of
various ages. She said teaching 3-year-olds
and 4-year-olds is the most gratifying.
"You get to see them grow. It may be
frustrating when they cry or wet their
pants. But at the end of the year, when
they have actually learned a step, it is so
rewarding," she said.
Having dedicated years to dancing,
Cuddie relates to students who are just
as motivated as she is.
"It is easier to teach dancers who want
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KSJS New law requires stations to pay royalties
and independent bands to get
distribution instantly. That anybody anywhere could listen to it,
-the early ’90s.
"It’s too bad we can’t afford the instead of having to go through a
commercial -like rate. College record label, sign a contract and
radio helps new artists arid new give up their rights to their music
bands and it’s a slap on the face so that their music could get out
to the student broadcasters," to the public," Martinez said.
He said the recent piracy scare
’Adams said.
Dave Pirtle, subversive rock could have played a role in bring. music director, said audio ing about the new changes in the
streaming was a way for law.
"The reasoning being, they
unsigned bands to get exposure
beyond the radio bandwidth of thought that with this technology, people would record it off their
KSJS.
"If I bring it back (music) from computer and not pay for it,"
’Livermore or Sacramento, if they Martinez said.
Disc jockey Jean Battiato said
want to listen they can’t do it anymore because we don’t have Inter- a lot of online listeners are upset.
net broadcasting," Pirtle said.
"I’ve been bombarded with eMartinez said it’s disappoint- mails from all over the place, from
ing that artists won’t be able to San Francisco to Santa Cruz to as
hear their own music.
far away as New York, London
"The beautiful thing about and Japan, from people who I
’ Napster and Internet radio was it know are wondering why we’re
was a form for unsigned bands are not on the air," Battiato said.

Martinez said one loophole is
making individual contracts with
a label to play their music. He
said Columbia Records doesn’t
mind if the station continues to
play their artists online.
"You can play their ramie at
whatever fee you set with them.
But, there are probably over
1,000 different labels that send
us music, which would require
different contracts and signed
agreements:Martinez said.
KSJS
program
director
Ritchie Lavarias said the essence
of college radio is supporting
unsigned acts by supplying a
means for exposure to a large
audience.
"I think that in a year’s time
record labels will realize they
messed up. What they are doing
is basically cutting off an audience that they could have. I think
they will change their mind,"
Lavarias said.

continued from Page I

Bin Laden tape delivered to
second Arabic satellite station
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
: Images of Osama bin Laden
allegedly filmed in December and
, shots of Muslim fighters killed by
American bombs were broadcast
Wednesday across the Middle
East on a Saudi-owned satellite
station that says it received an
al-Qaida videotape.
The tape was broadcast by the
Middle East Broadcast Corp a
day after the Qatar-based station
Al-Jazeera previewed a similar
video. Both were compilations of
various clips, including undated
material, narration, graphics and
news footage of the World Trade
Center towers collapsing on Sept.
11.
The Al-Jazeera
excerpts
showed bin Laden sitting next to
his top lieutenant, Ayman al: Zawahri. MBC’s tape included
the same excerpt.
A U.S. official in Washington
familiar with the broadcasts said
. the two tapes are different,
though they contain some of the
same footage.
It’s unclear when the tapes
were put together, but U.S. officials believe the footage of bin

Laden was probably taped before
Nov. 9, when the "smoking gun"
tape of bin Laden at dinner with
a Saudi sheik was filmed.
The purpose of the latest tape
releases seems to give al-Qaida
supporters inspiration and the
impression that bin Laden is still
alive, said the U.S. official, speaking on the condition of anonymity.
But there’s no direct evidence
of bin Laden’s current condition
or location, the official said, so the
tapes have little intelligence
value.
MBC Chief Editor Nalchle alHaj said the tape obtained by his
station "best shows al-Qaida’s
involvement in masterminding
the Sept. 11 attacks." Al-Haj
wouldn’t say when or how the
tape was obtained.
In clips MBC said were taken
in December, bin Laden appeared
in good health wearing a brown
gown and a white headscarf He
is heard saying the Sept. 11
attacks cost the United States $1
trillion, describing the 19 hijackers as "our brothers, the martyrs"
and calling the attacks the
"blessed operations."

The MBC tape also includes
clips of al-Qaida spokesman
Suleiman Abu Ghaith and alQaida military chief Mohammed
Atef, who is believed to have been
killed in an airstrike near Kabul
in November.
Other segments include photographs of the bodies of yotmg
men laid out neatly on blankets.
A narrator identifies them by
aliases and their home countries.
None appeared to be prominent
al-Qaida members.
Al-Jazeera has been airing
excerpts of its tape, which
includes threats against the
United States from a man identified as one of the Sept. 11 hijackers and bin Laden’s top deputy
proclaiming the terror attacks a
"great victory." The station
planned to broadcast more of the
hour-long tape on Thursday.
Only the al-Jazeera tape has
the so-called will of hijacker
Ahmed Alhaznawi, who is heard
threatening the United States,
the U.S. official said. "It is time
we kill the Americans in their
heartland," Alhaznawi said in his
farewell message.
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A man completed installation of three cellular phone antennas on top of the Event Center on
Wednesday.

THREAT Package is still being investigated
continued from Page I
Lundstrom in the Spartan Daily
newsroom on March 19, Aguirre
took the envelope to the other
Spartan Daily adviser, Jan Shaw,
who put it in a plastic bag.
At the time she said, "I was
thinking fingerprints. We needed
to stop putting fingerprints on
it."
Even though the note in the
envelope said the tape "predicted
nuclear terrorism coming to
America," Pomeroy said that wasn’t exactly what the tape contained.
He said he thought the tape
recording was from a religious
meeting.
"It has a bunch of stuff from the
Bible," Pomeroy said. "You would
have to be a biblical scholar to follow what was going on."

He said the recording might
have been of a radio broadcast,
because there was no outside
noise or interference on the tape.
"I wouldn’t say it was a hoax,"
Pomeroy said. "It was someone
who was trying to get his message
across that if we (Axnericans
don’t clean up our act, there’s
going to be a war. They might be
right."
After hearing the news,
Aguirre couldn’t help but be disappointed.
"I was hoping we had something," Aguirre said. "I kind of
hoped we hit the jackpot. Seeing
we’re just a college paper, it would
have been interesting to break a
national story, or something of
that nature."
Although the religious meeting
was the only thing the tape contained, Aguirre thought the

sender might have had a point
about the United States needing
to change its ways.
"I think the sender’s message is
something a part of this nation
agrees with," Aguirre said. "I know
some of us think we don’t need to
change anything."
Although the Spartan Daily
checked with some of the other
universities in California, such as
Fresno St,ate University and University of California Berkeley, it
appears that no other colleges
have received a similar tape.
"I can see why (they) would
target a college paper," Aguirre
said. "College papers tend .to
write stories about things that
larger papers don’t write about.
Larger papers might have just
blown this off. Here at a college
level, that’s a pretty big news
story for us."

SUMMER SESSIONS
SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE
SUMMER SESSION 2002

CHALLENGING AND ENGAGING FACULTY
AFFORDABLE TUITION AT
$165 PER UNIT
OPEN ENROLLMENT AND
EASY CREDIT TRANSFER
3, 5 OR 10 WEEK SESSIONS
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
ONE YEAR OF
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
OR PHYSICS IN 9 WEEKS
BUSINESS AND
ENGINEERING
COURSES AVAILABLE

wit
11151 looking for some car insurance? If so, talk to a
Farm agent or go to wwwAatefarm.com for a free quote
and purchase your auto insurance today.
:.

SESSION I
JUNE 20-JuLY 26, 2002
SESSION II
JULY 29 -SEPTEMBER 4, 2002
SESSION III
INTENSIVE THREE WEEK SCHEDULE BEGINS JUNE 17
SESSION IV
JUNE 20 -SEPTEMBER 4

Under 25 and a good student?
State Farm offers several discounts...
you may already qualify.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR
TO

RECEIVE A

SUMMER 2002 CATALOG CONTACT US AT:
408-554-4833
SCUSuMMEROScu.EDu
WWW.SCU.EDU/SUMMERSESSION
SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (not in N..1) Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
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"It is a time to remember the
people who died in battle. For
one minute, everyone stops
whatever he or she is doing. Cars
stop and everyone shows
respect," Gelber said.
This year, due to the gravity
of the current events in Israel,
most of the Independence Day
celebrations have been canceled,
Gelber said.
"These are hard times for
everyone. So, we have to be sensitive to the Palestinians too. We
celebrate our independence, but
in a way, they seek their independence as well. Personally, I
. don’t agree with the way they do
it, but we need to be sensitive
about it," Gelber said.
About 25 to 30 students were
in attendance during the early
stages of the barbecue.
That number quickly swelled
to about 50 or more as the lure of
a free meal became too much for
most to bypass.
"It’s pretty Wee. It’s a convenient time for rhe to have lunch.
The food is good too," said Brian
Tran, a sophomore majoring in
electrical engineering.
Many of the students were
simply seeking a free meal as
they passed between classes.
"It’s pretty good. I just got out

of class and saw a sign saying
’free food,’ "Anglo Wood, a sophomore majoring in computer science, said.
The menu included some traditional Jewish dishes, such as
hummus and falafel, in addition
to some American favorites.
Brett Shore, a senior majoring
in marketing and conununications, and a member of the Jewish Student Union, said they
served kosher hotdogs, vegetarian burgers and potato chips.
They were also providing
sodas and condiments.
Tending the grill throughout
most of the event was Boaz Avta,
a junior majoring in electrical
engineering and a member of the
Jewish Student Union.
At times the lines of hungry
students, faculty and the occasional neighborhood dispossessed reached 10 people deep.
"They really like my cooking,
but Brett is really the main cook.
I’m just a peasant," Avta said.
In addition to the food, a
camel was slated to be a part of
the festivities.
According to Shore, the camel
was scheduled to be available to
give students rides as well as
pose for pictures.
But prior to the barbecue, the
camel came down with an illness.
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American soldier wounded in drive-by shooting in
Kandahar; British move to cut Taliban supply lines

INDF_PENDENCE About 50 students attended the event
continued from Page I
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"Too bad the camel is not
here. It would have been fun to
ride around on the camel and get
some attention and draw a big
crowd," said Sokhun Khan, a
freshman majoring in mechanical engineering.
Shore said the camel, which
was supposed to arrive today
from Fresno, had a problem with
its pancreas.
"When we found out that the
camel was sick, we decided not to
bring him," said Arlene Miller,
director of the Hillel of Silicon
Valley.
"We didn’t want the camel to
get upset and suddenly take off
with someone on its back
through the streets of San Jose,"
Miller said.
In spite of the absence of Sinbad the camel, and the threatening skies above, the members of
the Jewish Student Union and
those representing Hillel of Silicon Valley were pleased with the
event’s turnout.
"It is pretty good in spite of
not having the camel," said
Aaron Baskin, a junior economics major and the president of
the Jewish Student Union.
"This is what we hoped for. It
is always good to meet new people and food is a nice way to get
people to come out, especially
free food," Baskin said.

KANDAHAR,
Afghanistan
( AP) - A gunman opened fire
Wednesday on a group of U.S.
troops shopping on a busy street
in this former Taliban stronghold, wounding one American
and an Afghan before escaping,
the U.S. military and witnesses
said.
Afghan officials blamed the
shooting on Taliban or al-Qaida
fugitives and said they feared
more attacks. The shooting
occurred
one
day
before
Afghanistan’s former king was
expected to return to the capital,
Kabul, after 29 years exiled in
Rome.
Mohammad Zaher Shah was
to have come home last month,
but his trip was postponed
because of fears for his safety.
Witnesses said the Americans,
who were wearing civilian
clothes, were at a gun shop when
the shots were fired. The Amerimum thought a firecracker had
exploded until they noticed one of
their group was bleeding, said
Maj. Ralph Mills, a spokesman
for U.S. Central Command in
Tampa, Fla.
The wounded American,
whose name was not released,
walked to his vehicle unassisted,
witnesses said. He was taken to
the U.S. military hospital at Kandahar airport, where he was

reported in stable condition.
The gun shop owner, who gave
his name only as Daood, said one
Afghan also was wounded.
Another gunsmith, Mohanuned
Saleem, said the Americans left
the scene quickly after the
attack. He praised them for not
opening fire on a street filled with
children who had just left school
for the day.
"If they had been Russians,
maybe they would have started
shooting," Saleem said. "We were
surprised that the Americans
were armed but didn’t shoot."
Afghan troops cordoned off the
area and searched for the
assailant. They also warned
shopkeepers to be vigilant for further attacks.
"There are still individual Taliban or al-Qaida members in the
city," said Abdul Bari, a local commander. "They were probably
responsible for this. We may see
more such incidents in the
future."
On Friday, an assailant fired a
rocket at the Kandahar governor’s mansion, located on a compound that includes a special
forces barracks. The rocket
missed the building and exploded, causing no casualties.
Special forces could be seen
late Wednesday on the roof of the
barracks, surveying the busy

streets through binoculars. Other
U.S. troops, mostly from the 101st
Airborne Division, are stationed
at the Kandahar airport just
south of the city.
Kandahar was the birthplace
of the radical Taliban movement
and was the last major Afghan
city to fall to U.S.-backed Afghan
forces last year.
During a speech Wednesday at
the Virginia Military Institute,
President Bush warned that with
the end of winter, al-Qaida forces
were regrouping to stage new
attacks in Afghanistan.
"As the spring thaw comes, we
expect cells of trained killers to
try to regroup to murder, create
mayhem and try to undermine
Afghanistan’s efforts to build a
lasting peace,’’ Bush said.
U.S. and other international
officials have warned for weeks
that Westerners, especially Americans, were at risk from attack by
Taliban and al-Qaida fugitives.
The risk is believed greater, however, in Kabul and in provinces to
the southeast where the U.S.-led
coalition is hunting Taliban and
al-Qaida forces.
British Royal Marines joined
that operation this week, sending
elite troops into the snow-covered
mountains along the Pakistani
border to try to cut off escape
routes into Pakistan.
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
DELIVERY PERSON
The Spartan Daily is accepting
applications for the Fall Semester
for a delivery posrtion. GREAT JOB
FOR A MORNING PERSON!
Work from about 7am to between
8 & 9am, delivering the Spartan
Daily to news stands on campus
We pay for 2 hours each day.
even when you will usually be
done in much less time. Must
have a CDL with clean DMV.
Apply at the Spartan Daily,
Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203 or
Call Kathy 0 924-3277 for info.
Great On-Campus Job?
MANAGER NEEDED
For Photography Operation in
Local Amusement park. Contact
chriscunninghamh msn.com
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt
Eam $85 - $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
10am -4pm
Call 615-1500
WWW workforstude nts corn/ s is u
GIRLS GANG PREVENTION
Program Pa Positions 10 -15
hPurs, evenings. $12/hour Call
408-287-4170 x266, fax resume
to 408-287-8025. Attn. MD
1112.05/HOUR. WORK WITH
CHILDREN 8 ADULTS WITH
DISABILITIES. Pit Flexible
schedules Office of Therapeutic
Contact
Laurie
Services.
Yarwasky, 408-267-0200.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for Students,
Earn $250 eve weekend,
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
4011-292-7876
S250/day potential Bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
ATTENTION:
WE NEED HELP
$25-$75 Per Hour PT/FT
FREE TRAINING - CALL
866-736-7812
wewv.lifesawesome.com
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses I or
Information
e flditIonel
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
Should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
Offering .employment listings
or coupons f or discount
INC0001111 Of mom hen d Ise

FACILITY MANAGER - The
Unity Care Group is currently
seeking two Facility Managers
to manage group homes for
at-risk youth in the San Jose
area. Min 2 yrs exp working with
at-risk youth in a supervision role.
BA req. Must be avail to work
mornings
and
afternoons.
$26-$32K/year + benefits. Fax
resume to 281-4288, email
hr unitycare.com Or call
Manssa at 408-281-4268.

$35-$85/HR! Wear Costume 4;
events 4 kids, S BEfi + SE FUN! Must
have car. be avail wicncis. No exp
req’d. WA train. Call 831-457-8166.

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST money. Cali 867-7275.
Lead nutrition conditioning class
in San Jose. Per Diem. 6 hrs COUNSELOR-Work with at-risk
per week/no benefits. Call Peter youth in boys or girls group
408-295-0228. Resume: 730 homes. Excellent opportunity to
Empey Way. San Jose 95128 or gain exp. in Social Work. Cnminal
Justice, and/or Psychology.
fax 408-295-2957.
Flexible hours; 7-3pm, 12-8pm,
HR COORDINATOR
3-11pm, or 11pm-7am. FT or PT
STUDENT UNION, INC.
positions available. Must be 21
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY with valid license. $9.00PT (30-35 hrslwii, 9am-3pm M-F) $12.00/hr based on education
position in small HR dept. in a and experience. Fax resume
non-profit org. Payroll/personnel with availability to 281-4288,
experience a must. Temporary email hrOunitycare.com or
assignment, May1-Sept 30 with call Marissa at 408-281-4268.
possible extension. $15 per
hour - no benefits. Contact Mary CHILD CARE/NANNY PT 8 FT
Lewis, HR Specialist at 408- Established Los Gatos agency
924-6322, M -F 9am-5pm for seeks warm. caring students
for part and full time
application. AA/E0E/ADA Employer.
nanny positions.
FRATERNITIES SORORMES
We list only the best jobs!
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Hours flexible around school
Earn $1,00042,000 with the
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
easy CampusFundraiser three
$15-$18/HR
hour fundraising event. Doss not STANFORD PARK NANNIES
Involve caulk card applications.
408-395-3043
Fundraising dates are filling
WNW. spnannies.com
quickly. so call today! Contact
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Campusfundraisercom at
Looking for your not so tradrtional
(888) 923-3238, or visit
bike messengers. You don’t
www.campusfundraiser. com.
need experience we’ll train you.
For Part -Time and
You wilt need a bike, lock,
Full -Time Positions, call helmet & common sense. All
HALLMARK PERSONNEL welcome to appy for this fun,
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
Office jobs in local companies person at Inner City Express
Students/grads/career change 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire Cross street is N First.
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Student Friendly - Will Train
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408- 247- 4827
MANAGER for Health 8 Nekoosa
Program in San Jose. Full time.
W_MRTUNITIES
Call Peter Olson 408-295-0228
or mail your resume to Easter
STOP
STARVING, STUDENT!
Seals Bay Area, 730 Empey
Make extra SS! Go to
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
www.tipguides.com.
Simply
275-9858.
click on Student Interests!

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

LIFEGUARD, Instructional
Lifeguard & Aquatic Specialist.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full time for San Jose.
Mon-Fri, $8.91-$11.82. Call Peter
or Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way. San Jose
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
SUBSTITUTE
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World
Schools is looking for students
wanting to work with children in
our before and after school care
programs. As a substitute you
can choose which days you’re
available for work. The only
requirement is your desire
to work with children ages
6 through 12 years in a fun
recreation type atmosphere.
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
interviow.or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.
RECREATION LEADER, City of
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting.
Rewarding job for someone who
enpys working with youth. Here’s
your opportunity to make a difference in a child’s life. seeking
candidates w/leadership, organization & problem solving skills to
implement exciting after school
programs. Hours: M -F afternoons
and Sat. mornings. Candidates
must have a hign school diploma
or equiv. & pass a background
check before starting their work
assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit at
979-7826 or download at
http://jobs.cityofsj.org.
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
at the LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
RECREATION DEPARTMENT.
SUMMER AQUATICS
Water Safety Instructors (WSI),
Lifeguards. Pay: $6.92-$10.34/hr
SUMMER DAY CAMP LEADERS
FrT must be avail. M -F, El:30am5:30pm. No ECE Units req.. Pay
Range: $6.75-13.80/hour. Call
Laurie 354-8700x224. Leaders
hired for the summer have the
opportunity to work Pa from 26pm, during the school year in our
after school enrichment program

RENTAL HOUSING

SERVICES

LARGE 3 BD, 2 FULL BA. APT
2 blocks frcm SJSU. Parking avail.
washer/dryer On site. water/trash
paid. Well managed student bldg
$1350/mo. Call 408-378-1409.

RELATIONSHIP SPECIAUST!
Extremely accurate. clear
answers to all of your questions
Caring readers available to talk
with you now. Special Student
Discounts Available. Enpy online
chat & Free Numerology Report
NAM. lookingbeyond.com.
18+ For entertainment only.
Looking Beyond. Inc. Call toll
free 1-877-955-4155.

SHARED HOUSING

1 BORM W/BATH. $500/mo +
$500 dep. - 1/3 PG&E. Basic
TEACH SUMMER Science/ cable paid. Very close to SJSU
Nature camps up to 35 hrs/wk. on S. llth. 294-8005.
Year-round opportunities also
with private
available. Youth Science Institute. ROOM FOR RENT
access to kitchen. For
408-356-4945 x12, Fax. 408- bath &
female International student
358-3683. www.ysi-ca.org.
seeking quiet, family oriented
environment. Call 224-6323.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed & Regular Class.
$10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch. FIND ROOMS 8 SUBLETS!
Dist. Cali 867-3424 x504 for into FREE to search & place an ad!
& applIcation. Immediate Need. See details/pies & 100’s Itstings
WVVW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
CITY OF SAN JOSE Parks.
Recreation &Communrty Services ROOM FOR RENT downtown
electricity.
LEARNS Srte Coordinator. Salary San Jose. $500/mo +
$16.96/hr. The LEARNS Program Rm includes cable & DSL. Female
preferred. royale65@hotmail.com
operates weekdays after school
until 6:00 p.m. and provides 1 BDRM PRIVATE ENTRANCE
age-appropriate curriculum. Site Laundry. Utility pad. 10 min drive
Coordinator is responsible for the to SJSU. $550/mo. 408-590-1846.
development, implementation
and evaluation of the after-school SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
program and supervision of 2-4 Fun 8 Friendly environment
staff members. Must be 18 years 5 minute walk to campus
or older. and have experience in Well-equipped kitchen
supervising elementary school Computer and Study rooms
children in an after -school set- 2 pianos & game rooms
ting. For more information. Laundry facilities
oontact Kendra Yam or Adnene Parking
Braddock at (408) 979-7833 For American and International
Email kendra.yarn@ci sj.ca us Students. Call 924-6570 or stop by
or adriene. braddock casi. ca. us for a tour or visit our website
www.spu.edu/depts/ihouse.
TEACHERS, SUBS
360 S. 11th St. between San
and
Salvador & San Carlos.
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
HEALTH / BEAUTY
Schools. get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
AGES 5-12 years in our before Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or
and after school rec programs 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitve pay, health
FOR SALE
benefits for 30 + hrs. excellent
training, and a fun work environTIPS
TO
RAISE YOUR GPAII
ment. We can often offer flexible
hours around yOur school Send $5 check & retum address
1642 Palo
to:
JO
Publishing,
schedule. This is a great sob
CA 95008
for both men and women. Santo Dr Campbell.
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
fax resume to 408-283-9201. WORD PROCESSING
You will need at least 6 units in
ECE, recreation. music. dance.
PROFESSIONAL
art, phys ed. human services.
WORD PROCESSING
social welfare, nursing, sociology, Have your theses. term papers.
psychology. home economics. group propels. etc professionor elementary education
ally typed APA a specialty.
Experienced 8 dependable
THE SPARTAN DAILY OFFERS Almaden/Branham area Call
A 25. STUDENT DISCOUNT Linda for an appointment at
to Advertise in Ciassifieds,
14081 264-4504

1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/1 BA for
clean, quiet, sober financially
responsible. Park, Yard. Hrdwd
firs. 551-553 So 6th. $900 & up.
Peter 408-746-1900 or 292-1890

Nsw Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30. - 60%. For info
Nissan Mendma ME $9000
call 1-800-655-3225 Or
408-736-5954. Great cond. 90k
www.studentdental.com or
mi. Real Bargain (same model www goldenwestdental.com
with 68k mi. Bluebook is $11.5001

AUTO FOR SALE

TODAY’S
CROS WORD PUZZLE
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1
7
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
37
38
39
40
41
43
44
45
46
47

ACROSS
Crooner’s song
Stretch the truth
Nun s room
Whrte rabbit
Map abbr
Dairy-case item
"Our Gang" kid
Auturnn MO
Place
Studies hard (3
wds 1
Iced desserts
Scientist’s
question
Restless
Portent
Sportscaster s
shout
Fr holy woman
Fanow of ’INV
In the doldrums
Socrates drink
Lodging place
Stun
Nabokov heroine
Sigh of
satisfaction
Pairs
Moving truck
Senorita s aunt
Aberdeen boy
London s Big Sean of films
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56 Oil job
57 Moon poetically
58 Common
antiseptic
62 Skunk s defense
63 Computer key
64 Not as ho
85 Mounts
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One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Days Days
Days
Day
Days
’1 lines
$11
$13
$5
$7
$9
Flate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day

Please check
one classification:
L,,,t and Found’ Rental Housing

Address
Coty

Stele

Announcements
Campus Clubs
Giqek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Phone

Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Semces
_lisalth/Beauh
__SpOrte/Thnlls
_Insurance
_Entertainment
Travel
__Tutonng
_Word Processing

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State Univarillty
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
? Deadline 10-00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds On canceled ads
II Rates for consecutive publication dates only
X OUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for othe r persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED

FREQUENCY Discourits;
20 consecutive issues receive 10". off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off
Loci, rates apply to Santa Cram County !advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & ficutty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold typo at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25%,

408-924-3277

Ira 3vIti

Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

RATES CALL

Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community
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gemstones
66 Summer in
Quebec
67 Dirty politics
DOWN
Type of cookie
p,e _ _ mode
Del, units
Rock plant
Diarist Nin
Nincompoop
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SJSU keeps on rolling with victory over Santa Clara
Spartans win 30th
game of season with
victory over Broncos
By Julian J. Ramos
DARN SI \ If )11 SI \II WRIII R

SANTA CLARA
Spartan pitcher
Jeremy Rogelstad worked his way back
into the win column Tuesday in a 5-1 victory for San Jose State University at
Buck Shaw Stadium.
In six innings of work, Rogelstad limited Santa Clara University to one run
on six hits.
The 6-foot-7-inch senior had struggled
to find his rhythm, one that had earned
him two Western Athletic Conference
Pitcher of the Week honors earlier this
season, in his previous three starts.
The last time Rogelstad (64) had
posted a win was March 8 at Fresno
State University, which improved his
record to 5-1. In his next three starts,
Rogelstad struggled, losing all three
games.
"My mechanics weren’t together,"
Rogelstad said.
Working out of the bullpen on Sunday
against Fresno State at Municipal Stadium, Rogelstad worked two-thirds of an
inning, retiring both batters he faced to
SJSU Starter Jeremy Rogelstad
delivered a pitch during the Spartans
5-1 victory against Santa Clara University on Tuesday night. Rogelstad, who
had struggled in his last three starts,
recovered on Tuesday to earn the win.
Ilailt Staff

earn his first save of the season in a 7-5
SJSU win.
After reviewing video from outings
earlier this season and from last season,
a 20-13 campaign, with pitching coach
Doug Thurman, Rogelstad said he was
able to see what wasn’t working in his
delivery and make the needed adjustments.
With the kinks worked out of his
pitching, Rogelstad breezed through the
Broncos 16-21) lineup, striking out four
and walking none.
"He worked on the cut on his fastball,"
head coach Sam Piraro said. "He had it
going tonight."
Offensively, the Spartans (30-12) t,00k
advantage of an early Santa Clara error
to gain a lead they never surrendered.
Spartan lead-off hitter Travis Becktel
reached first base in the first inning via
an error by Broncos shortstop Pat
Peavey and eventually scored on a single
by second baseman Gabe Lopez.
With the hit, Lopez stretched his current hitting streak to 11 games. Earlier
this season, Lopez tied the SJSU record
of 21 consecutive games with a hit and
has at least one hit in 37 of the team’s 42
games this season.
SJSU centerfielder Dino Quintero
lead off the fourth inning with a double
to left-center field and advanced to third
base on a ground out. Quintero later
scored on a wild pitch by Santa Clara
starter John Redmond (3-5).
The Spartans scored one run in the
fifth and sixth innings to build up a 4-1
lead before the Broncos scored their lone
run of the game in the bottom of the
sixth.
SJSU designated hitter Hector Zamora blasted a towering home run to right
field in the fifth and left fielder Nathan
Corrick singled home first baseman Jordan Bergstrom in the sixth inning.

Piraro replaced Rogelstad on the
mound in the top of the seventh inning
with reliever Don Gemmell. A transfer
from California Stat,e University-Stanislaus, Gemmell tossed the remainder of
the game and gave up no runs, allowed
one hit and gave up one walk.
The second and final meeting between
the cross-town schools of the season was
an extension of a rivalry that began in
1936. Santa Clara holds the all-time lead
in the series with a record of 108-69.
Spartan third baseman Kevin Frandsen said the intensity on the field
against the Broncos is similar to that of
a conference game.
"With the rivalry being there, it’s
something we look forward to every
year." Frandsen said.
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Tuesday’s results:
SJSU 5, Santa Clara
Cal Berkeley 9, Fresno State 2
Rice -, I louston 5

Strange scoring chance leads Sharks past Coyotes in Game 1
11

Joseph Ncii% er
D \11.1 STAFF WRI1FR

Play to the whistle.
It’s a lesson taught to athletes
from the time they begin playing
any sport.
Playing to the whistle, or nonwhistle in this case, helped the
San Jose Sharks take Game 1 of
their first-round Western Conference series against the Phoenix
Coyotes, 2-1.
San Jose, playing its first-ever
series with home-ice advantage,
took early control of the game on
the power play.
The Sharks scored perhaps one
of the most bizarre goals of the
season at 6:43 of the first period.
Sharks center Vincent Damphousse took a backhand pass from
Owen Nolan, who had recovered a
rebound shot by Gary Suter, and
slipped it past Coyotes goaltender
Sean Burke to give the Sharks a
1-0 lead.
Nolan fell onto the puck in the.
right corner of the Coyotes’ zone
for a long enough time to usually
draw a whistle from the officials.
But referees Tim Peel and
Stephen Walkom didn’t respond.
allowing play to go on.
"It was very weird: Damphousse said. "Owen was on the

puck and then everybody waited
for the whistle. Then I think he
realized there was no whistle so
we tried to make a play and it
worked out."
Two Coyotes, Claude Lemieux
and Radoslav Suchy, even turned
their back on the play thinking it
was over.
Nolan, realizing there was no
whistle, fed a pass back to Suter
who took a shot. Nolan recovered
the errant puck and sent it to
Damphousse for the goal.
"I don’t know what happened on
that play," Sharks right wingThemu
Selanne said. ""I’hey didn’t blow the
whistle so we just kept playing and
Vmny took advantage of it."
Coyotes center Daniel Briere
took advantage of an over-aggres-

sive play by Sharks goaltender
Evgeni Nabokov to tie the game
at 1-1 at 2:53 of the second period.
Nabokov tried to sweep a loose
puck away from the Sharks goal
but Briere beat him to puck,
swooped around the net and put
the puck past a sprawling Nabokov.
The Sharks responded quickly
to the Coyotes goal by pouncing
on a mistake by Burke to recapture the lead at 2-1.
Selanne surprised Burke to
create the go-ahead goal.
Burke, who fell to 0-6 in his
playoff career, came out of his goal
to play the puck from behind his
own net but Selanne managed to
poke the puck loose from Burke
and out in front of the net to a
wide-open Patrick Marleau.

Marleau deposited the puck
into the vacated goal, giving the
Sharks a 2-1 lead at 5:02 of the
second period.
The third period featured a pair
of lengthy power plays that neither team could capitalize upon.
The Sharks failed to score on a
five-minute major penalty for
boarding by Coyotes winger
Ladislav Nagy.
The power play, which failed t,o
generate any scoring opportunities, was cut short by a fourHAVING A HARD TIME
BREATHING LIKE 15 MILLION
OTHER AMERICANS WHO
HAVE

ASTHMA?

ARE YOU USING AN INHALER FOR
ASTHMA TO HELP YOU BREATHE?
AGES 18 TO 70

THRILL SEEKERS We have a number
of exotic cars that need to be testdriven by individuals who are willing to
take risks. Great career opportunity
for individual 18+ with valid medical
insurance. For more info, go to
www.testdriveinfo.com

EARN UP TO $1,000.00
YOU CAN HELP FIGHT
THIS DISEASE
JOIN US IN A CLINICAL TRIAL
RESEARCH STUDY FOR ASTHMA.
Allergy & Asthma Associates of Santa Clara
Valley Research Center
4155 Moorpark Ave., Suite 6, San lose, CA
lust off 280 at Saratoga Ave., Exit South
(4081553-0709 ext. 237 or (800) 742-7846

minute high-sticking penalty by
Sharks winger Todd Harvey.
Nabokov stymied the Coyotes,
however, on their extra-man
advantage.
The Sharks goalie made a pair
of brilliant stops on Coyote attackers midway through the advantage to allow the Sharks to main-

tain their 2-1 lead with less than
eight minutes to play in the game.
Game 2 of the series is scheduled for noon on Saturday at the
Compaq Center.
"This was a very important
game for us to win," Nabokov said.
"It’s the first step in us proving
something as a team."

Traditional Cultural Practices
and
Their Impact on Women’s Health
April 18th, Thursday, 12-2 PM
SJSU Multicultural Center, SU
Topics will include:
Female Circumcision /
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)
Cultural Roles as it Relates to
Domestic Violence
Arranged Marriages
Sponsored by:
Ethnic and Cultural Health Team
HIV/AIDS Committee
Peer Health Education Program
Health Science Department
Women’s Resource Center
Mosaic Multicultural Center
For more information, contact Eva Naredo 408-373-2378 /
eva_naredo41 yahoo.com
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The GRE is
Changing!
Get some advice from the experts!
The United States and israe, are united in a quest for victory over the forces that seek to undermine our shared democratic values and hopes for the future
Como near prominert international speakers explain why what happens to Israel matters to you It’s your freedom-- make it count

Hear Ehud Ya’arl
Israeli Journalist, Ma’arly and Jerusalem Report
Today, April 18, 2002
1:00pm
Doors open at 12:30pm
San Jose State University
Student Union in the Barrett Ballroom (upper
All welcome
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level)

Wednesday, April 24

Free admission

6:00pm - 7:30pm
Santa Clara
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On October lst, two essays will replace the
Analytical section of the GRE. Are you prepared to take it now? Don’t panic Kaplan’s got you covered! Attend this FREE
seminar to find out how these changes will
affect you on test day. Kaplan can get you
the highest score possible.
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